
A SUMMARY OF THE PLANS FOR HAWKER SHOPS 
 
 
The Land Development Agency has placed on its website plans and drawings for changes to 
the Hawker shopping precinct.  The intention is to sell the two carparks between KFC and the 
service station.  Buildings up to four storeys will be allowed on these sites.  The main aim is 
to provide residential accommodation.  As the blocks are currently zoned for mixed use, 
commercial uses must also be included.  The concept plans envisage shops and offices on the 
ground level, offices and apartments on the first floor and apartments only on the two upper 
floors.  Public toilets will be incorporated in the private building and the existing block 
demolished.  Parking will be provided on-site for the occupants but no public parking will be 
required.  The buyer of the blocks may lodge plans that vary from the agency’s concept plans.  
It will be up to ACTPLA to decide whether the plans are appropriate. 
 
Documents on the LDA website in January showed that only superficial analysis has been 
done on the need for further shops and commercial premises.  Consultants have based their 
estimate of need on the population of the four suburbs of Hawker, Weetangera, Page and 
Scullin.  No account has been taken of the proximity of the Belconnen Mall and its current 
large extension.  In a letter dated 15 March 2010, the Chief Minister advised that “a detailed 
retail study was not undertaken because it was not considered warranted. … The proposed 
solution … sought to create opportunities for the market to respond.”  It is quite possible that 
construction of new shops will entice existing Hawker shopowners to move to the new 
building without attracting new tenants, leaving empty, derelict shops in the old part of the 
centre, as has happened in Civic.  
 
The two carparks to be sold currently contain 179 parking spaces.  Counts of vehicles using 
the various carparks were undertaken by consultants at different times but no analysis was 
made of the turnover of vehicles nor of the reasons people currently shop at Hawker.  The 
conclusion was that Hawker has spare parking capacity.  It is proposed to increase the number 
of parking spaces in the IGA carpark (currently 132) by redesigning it.  Two options have 
been proposed to compensate for the loss of spaces: 
 
Option 1 involves increasing the IGA carpark to 160 spaces and to make Hawker Place one-
way from Springvale Drive to Beetaloo Street.  Right-angled parking along the shop side of 
the street will provide 61 spaces instead of the current eight.  Buses will travel one-way along 
this street but will use Coniston Street (the other side of the service station) for travel to 
Weetangera. 
 
Option 2 involves increasing the IGA carpark to only 143 spaces and retaining Hawker Place 
as two-way.  The footpaths will be cut back to level with the awnings on the shop side and the 
same distance on the southern side to widen the road.  Parallel parking will occur along both 
sides of the road and right-angled parking will occur down the centre of the road, giving a 
total of 103 spaces.  Buses will travel in both directions along this street.  No dimensions for 
this road have been provided. 
 
Two small carparks are proposed near Belconnen Way, one on each side of the underpass.  
Nineteen spaces behind the Christ Church rectory will be accessed via a steep driveway 
between the church and the residence.  Fifty spaces will be provided next to the hotel, 
immediately under the bedroom windows.  There will be an access from Belconnen Way, 
close to the driveway from the bottle shop and the underpass to St Matthew’s School. 


